2020 was a challenge for everyone

- The US took the time away from competing to focus on safety in the sport
- Cross country schooling is where a large percentage of our fatalities have occurred in recent years
- Hard to control what happens at private schooling facilities but we did create a guideline document
- There were also several articles written about how to safely build fences at home
- When you can’t control schooling facilities then education is the key
- Remind people that proper protective equipment is important
- Qualified instruction
Frangible fence fund raising effort

- The USEA Foundation and its supporters and leaders have raised $488,198 from March 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020.
- Donations came from over 550 individual donations.
- Our goal of $500,000 should be reached by the end of January 2021.
- Grants are provided from CCI-1* to CCI-5* and the equivalent national levels.
- Venues have had four different opportunities to apply for all types of approved frangible designs.
- This grant program gives each event organizer $1,000 for each frangible fence they want to build.
Wow what a great year for safety!

- There have been 238 grants applied for so far
- Fences will be on course at 116 events across the country
- 151 table fences
- 53 oxers
- 34 gate/wall fences
It took all of us to get the goal!

- It was a multi-media campaign to get people motivated to raise the money
- Regular updates on the fundraising goal
- Video updates
- Articles posted on various equestrian media sources
- I even promised to get a tattoo to keep things going!
Thank You